Abstract-Signatures are mostly used way of verifying the identity of a person. There are different intra personnel variations for the signatures of the same people which are further influenced by the scale and rotation of signature within the image. So, in this paper a scale and rotation invariant technique is proposed, which involves extraction of rotation invariant sub uniform as a feature vector from the 12 blocks within an image. Combination of chi square distance and linear support vector machine are used for identification and verification of signatures, and experiments are conducted on MCYT75 database corpus with an FAR of 8.4% and FRR of 7.3% in case of skilled forgeries.
I. INTRODUCTION ROM centuries signatures are behavioral biometrics that are used as a mean of verifying the identity of a person. People are very familiar with this authenticity verification in their daily life. Signatures are used socially, legally and financially for official verification of the identity of author in case of certificates, contracts, credit cards and check etc. The goal of signature verification is to discriminate between a genuine and a forged signature in order to control various frauds and crimes that occur due to wrong verification of signatures.
For verifying authenticity on regular basis using signatures, there is a need for an efficient automatic signature verification method. However, Signature verification is an open challenge because a signature cannot be considered as a combination of characters and normally information regarding genuine and forged signatures is not known, and decisions are to be made based on a small set of reference signatures and there are also intra personal variations for the signature of the same individual.
Based on signature acquisition, there are two verification methods: online signature verification and offline signature verification. In online method, the signature data is acquired using some kind of electronic device such as digitizing tablet and stylus operated PCA. During the acquisition the dynamic information as a function of time is recorded such as location, Supinder Singh is the student of department of computer science with Punjabi universiry, Patiala, Punjab, India. (e-mail:supinder.tgmc@gmail.com) Dr. Amandeep Kaur is Assistant Professor of department of computer science with Punjabi universiry, Patiala, Punjab, India. (e-mail: aman_k2007@hotmail.com). possibility velocity, acceleration, pen pressure, number of strokes produced, etc. These characteristics are stable for each signer and repetitive in nature when the signature is reproduced. As the volume of information available is large so the signature verification is accurate and easy. However, special processing devices are required when signatures are produced. In case of offline signature verification, signature is produced on a paper and converted to digital form, which is a two-dimensional image with the help of scanner, digital camera or mobile camera. In this method, no special processing device is required. However, as the volume of information available is very less thus this method is not as much accurate and more difficult. Because of the highly stylish and unconventional way of writing signatures are not recognizable based on characters, and it is also hard to segment the strokes of signature due to which these are compared based on a set of features. Features are the way of extracting the unique characteristics of a signature image. Signature image is processed to extract these features and two signatures are compared considering these features. Accurate results can be achieved by extracting and comparing the robust features which are computationally feasible, provides good classification with low false acceptance rate and low false rejection rate, etc. There are mainly two types of features global and local. Global features belong to whole image and not to the smaller regions within an image. These features are generally related to the geometry of the signature and are easy to extract and match. The features are insensitive to noise and variations. But their accuracy is low because they contain less detail of the signature as compare to local features. Local features are extracted from the smaller regions within a signature image. They extract more detail as compare to global features due to which verification using these features is more accurate. Nevertheless, their computation and matching consume a large amount of time.
There are intra personnel variations in the signature of the same person due to writing position, position of the paper, age, illness and also, to some extent, the state of mind of the person. These variations may lead to rotated and scaled signatures. Thus to achieve accurate verification of signatures, we need techniques that are scale and rotation invariant.
Verification techniques are also required to differentiate between a genuine and forged signature. There are mainly three types of forgeries: (a) Random forgery -the signer has no intension to simulate the original signature and these are formed without any knowledge of the signer's name and 
II. RELATED WORK
Signature verification is performed with the help of a set of feature vectors extracted from signature image, which can be global, local or their combination. Global features are extracted from the whole image and are easy to compute and match. In [1] six global features (height-to-width ratio, maximum horizontal histogram, maximum vertical histogram, horizontal centre of the signature, vertical centre of the signature, end points of the signature and signature area) were extracted. The classification was performed using Euclidean distance. In another similar method [2] six features based on the dimensions and shape of signature are extracted like area, width, height, height and width ratio, centroid, and four areas and classified using Euclidean distance.
In a number of signature verification techniques local features are used due to higher accuracy. In [3] 60 feature points are extracted from the geometric centre of an image which includes 30 vertical and 30 horizontal feature points, classification is performed with Euclidean distance. The quoted results show a false rejection rate of 20.83%. In another reported [4] method the image is transformed by applying 12 channel Gabor transform. The transformed image is divided into 5x4 boxes and for each box, a normalized summation of angles of points of maximum intensity constitutes the required feature vector. Classification is done with Mahananobi's distance (MD) classifier. In [5] Discrete wavelet transform is applied on resized image (256x256). For each detailed coefficient matrix, GLCM is calculated for each block of size 4x4. The three features vectors thus generated are classified with SVM. The method has an equal error rate of 13.50. In [6] the authors convert the signature image into a binary image and extract three features each of 400 dimensions (Under-sampled bitmap feature, Chain-code direction features and dimensional gradient features) from both background and foreground. The classification is performed using SVM and Nearest Neighbor. The method proposed in [7] divides the image into 128 blocks of size 16x16 pixels. It than computes the image centre from whole image and block centres for each of the 128 blocks. Further three parameters namely math, total_math and match based upon distance from each block centre to image centre and total number of black pixels in each block, which are further passed to two determinant factors used for filtering random and other for skilled forgeries.
In a paper for writer identification [8] contourlet coefficient image is extracted by applying contour transform and comparison is done using the directional sub bands. The co-variance matrix is calculated after assigning the code to dominant coefficients and further passed as a feature vector to support vector machine for classification. In this the equal error rate reported is 10.18%. In [9] discrete wavelet transform is applied for extracting the common features. For verification, logical XOR is applied to three detailed coefficient matrices of both training and testing image to determine the common pixels between them and then this calculated difference between two images with mathematical formulae is used to verify signatures. In this the false rejection rate is 10.9. [10] proposes a technique in which LDP image is obtained by coding the eight gradient images obtained after applying the Kirsch masks. LDP histogram within each of the 12 divided blocks is concatenated to form a feature vector which is further reduced by discrete cosine transform and classification is performed using support vector machine.
Using all the training images a matrix is created in [11] where each column represents a signature image then it is mean centred and by using principal component analysis this mean centred matrix is projected onto a selected number of principal components to form a feature vector. Recognition is performed using Euclidian distance.
In some papers to benefit from speed of global methods and accuracy of local methods a combination of local and global features is used for signature verification. In [12] a local modified direction feature is combined with three global features (maxima feature, ration feature and feature based on total energy a writer uses to create the signature). The classification is performed using SVM with average error rate of 17.25. In [13] DWT features and global features are fused to form the final feature vector. Standard deviation of each approximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal band is calculated as feature vector coefficients. Then 8 global features are extracted, (Height of Signature, Width of Signature, Diagonal Distance, Aspect Ratio, Centre of gravity, Area of black, Middle Zone, and Energy Features). These features are concatenated with the DWT features to form final set of feature vectors. Correlation is used for classification with equal error rate of 8%. The three set of features global, grid and mask are extracted in [14] for signature verification. The eight global features are extracted and 3x3 mask is used for mask feature which provide information regarding the direction of lines and third is grid feature obtained by dividing the image into 60 segments and calculating the area then theses are classified with support vector machine.
Local binary pattern is a local feature which is easy to compute and match is also used for signature verification. In [15] using polar or Cartesian coordinate system an image is divided into grids and for each grid, a gradient information and local binary pattern for each pixel is calculated then histogram of oriented gradients and histogram of local binary pattern is built and their concatenation for all the zones constitutes required feature vectors. Classification is performed using SVM having equal error rate of 15.41% with GPDS-160 signature database. Rotation invariant uniform LBP with radius 1 and number of pixels 8 and rotation invariant plus uniform LBP with radius 2 and number of pixels 16 and gray level covariance matrix of signature image is used as a feature vector in [16] . Classification is performed by using light support vector machine. In [17] 
III. LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS

A. Basic Local binary pattern
It is a powerful feature proposed to capture the texture in objects. In the basic LBP method, a gray scale image is processed such that a binary code is generated for each pixel in the image according to the intensities of pixels. For instance, in a 3x3 neighborhood with the current pixel being the center, a binary code of length 8 is generated consisting of 0's and 1's, according to the relative intensities of the neighbors.
Where ( ) {
Here I(Zp) and I(Zc) denotes the intensity values of neighboring and center pixel respectively and p denotes the index of each pixel in neighborhood of center pixel and 8 bit code is generated for each pixel.
When neighboring pixel has higher value then it is replaced by one and for lower value it is replaced with zero and weight is assigned to each bit in circular neighborhood staring with upper left pixel as shown in fig.1 
Fig.1 LBP Pattern Extraction Algorithm
B. Uniform local binary pattern
The basic local binary patterns are not rotation invariant but uniform local binary patterns are those local binary patterns which contain 90% of the texture information and can be made rotation invariant [18] . The local binary patterns satisfy the condition in (2) and (3):-
=Z 0 These equations represents that a local binary pattern is uniform local pattern if number of transitions between 0 and 1 within the pattern is less or equal to 2 in circular bit sequence. Uniform local binary patterns can be made rotation invariant by circular shifting the pattern to a minimum or maximum value.
Fig. 2 Rotation invariant uniform local binary pattern
C. Sub uniform local binary pattern
Uniform local binary patterns can be made rotation invariant but due to circular shifting of each pattern to minimum value sometime may cause two different patterns to share the same uniform local binary pattern. As shown in Fig.3 different uniform local binary patterns share the same pattern after circular shifting to a minimum value. There are total 58 patterns so a histogram of 58 bins is build with grouping. The grouping is done according to set of 8 sub uniform local patterns of each uniform pattern. For R=1 ,S=1,2,….8 a group of 8 bins is build and so on for R=1,2,..7 and single bin for R=0 and R=255. The proposed method has two modules one for training and other for testing. Each module has two steps. In the first step both in training and testing phase signature image is divided into 12 blocks with 60% overlapping and histogram of rotation invariant sub-uniform patterns are extracted from each block that contains 57 bins. All histograms are concatenated to build a final feature vector. For all the training images the features are saved in database. In testing the feature vector is compared using chi square distance measure for identification of person and elimination of random forgeries. In step two in training and testing the feature vector is reduced using DCT. The reduced features are used for training and testing using SVM to detect skilled forgeries.
A. Algorithm STEP 1:-Preprocessing It includes following steps:-i) RGB to Gray Conversion
Signature image is acquired either by using the digital camera or scanner. The acquired image is in rgb format and is converted to gray scale format using the following transformation: Gray = 0.2989 * R + 0.5870 * G + 0.1140 * B Where R,G and B are the RGB color components of the input image.
ii) Image Binarization using Otsu Algorithm
Otsu algorithm includes following steps for calculating the threshold value of a gray scale image:-1. Compute the histogram of an image which includes 256 bins. 2. Repeat through step 5 for t=1 to 256 3. By selecting t as threshold the values less than t are classified as background and greater than t as foreground. 4. Compute the variance and weight of both foreground and background. 5. Compute the within class variance by the summation of weighted variance of both background and foreground. 6. Select the value of t as threshold with the minimum with in class variance.
Fig.7 Block diagram of proposed system
After the selection of threshold value the intensity values less than threshold are classified as background and zero intensity value is assigned and other are foreground and one intensity value is assigned. Following figures show the images before and after RGB to gray and Image Binarization operations:
Jpeg Images
Gray Images Binary Images Fig. 8 Conversion from jpeg to gray and binary iii) Rotation For making the signatures aligned to each other so that so that if the signatures are made at an angle then theses are rotated by an angle say α (angle of rotation of object axis), so that the features are extracted from the same region within the rotated and other version of the signature image of rotation.
The angle of rotation is computed by plotting between the farthest pixels of an image in both horizontal and vertical directions. The line with greater length is chosen as the direction vector of the signature in the image and second vector is in horizontal direction and angle of rotation α between these vectors is computed using following dot product :-α =cos-1(a.b /|a||b|) then whole image is rotated by this angle α clockwise or anti clockwise according to position of line as shown in Fig 9 . 
STEP-2:-Feature extraction i) Division of Cropped Image into 3x4 blocks
The Gray cropped image is now divided into blocks for retaining the spatial information and various structure related properties. The image is divided into 3x4 blocks with 60% overlapping for the best performance [19] .
ii) Histogram Extraction of each block
The Sub-uniform LBP patterns are in the range from 1 to 255. The Sub-uniform LBP extraction algorithm is applied on each of the 12 segments with an image and a histogram of each 12 blocks are extracted and for making them invariant to rotation in each block highest bin value moved to the left within each grouped set of bins. In each block histogram last bin with value 255 is ignored because most of the signature images are white so it retains a high value in each image and provides a very less information for uniquely identifying a signature. Image histogram of a sub-uniform LBP of a single block is shown in fig11. 
STEP-3:-Signature Identification based on minimum Chisquare distance
During testing mode distance measure is used for detection of random forgeries and identification of a signature in the database according to a query image. Four types of distance measures compared are Euclidean distance, standard deviation, histogram intersection and chi square distance. The chi square distance gives the best performance. Chi-square Distance between two vectors x i and y i is given by:
number of Chi-square distances for the given query image with those of the data base images, where N is number of database images. From statistical theory, it can be deduced that the minimum Chi-square distance image from the standard image has the maximum similarity to that of the given input test image. The image with minimum distance is chosen as the identified image. The distance of random and simple forgeries is mainly large as compare to genuine one so a threshold value is used for detection of these kinds of forgeries. But the distance of skilled forgeries is not so high as compare to the genuine one so, according to this identified image the person to which signature belongs is identified, and information regarding person to which the signature belongs and features of test signature is passed to trained support vector machine which identifies that whether the image is of actual person or forge.
STEP-4:-DCT computation of concatenated histogram
For better tuning of support vector machine the size of concatenated histogram is reduced by applying discrete cosine to the concatenated histograms of each training and testing image and first 200 coefficients are chosen and passed to support vector machine for training and testing The definition of the one-dimensional DCT for an input function f(i) and output function F(u) given by:
Where N is size of data. If the DCT is applied to real data, the result is also real. The DCT tends to concentrate information, making it useful for image compression applications.
STEP-5:-Support vector machine (SVM)
It is a supervised learning algorithm in which the SVM is trained to find out a separating line in case of two dimensional feature vectors and an hyper plane in case of multidimensional for separating the two classes in space and in the proposed technique one against one approach is used for classification between genuine and forgery signatures. Discrete cosine transforms coefficients of all the genuine and forge signatures of a person are used to train the support vector machine during training mode and during testing mode DCT of test images are used by trained SVM for classification of test signature as genuine or forge.
V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
MCYT database is used for testing the system which contains signatures of 75 users with 30 signatures per person which includes 15 genuine and 15 skilled forgeries. For training purpose 750 which includes 10 randomly selected genuine signatures for identification purpose and 29(excluding one being tested) images of each individual including both original and forge are used for training SVM. The remaining 5 genuine signatures per person are used for testing genuine signatures and 15 forge signatures per person are used for testing forgeries. Experiments are repeated many times and results are summarized in the following table. In the proposed offline signature verification technique a signature image is processed to extract histogram of sub uniform local binary patterns from overlapped divided 12 blocks within an signature image are used for identification and their DCT coefficients are used for verification. This is a simple and easily computational technique as compared to other rotation invariant techniques such as uniform local binary patterns in which circular shifting at the individual local binary pattern is required which can also further leads to miss classification and size of histogram used as a feature vector is also reduced in these features and it provides good results in case of skilled forgeries.
